Testimony– My 9/11
Was it perhaps my fault? In some way, I was prepared for 9/11, since
the day before, September 10th 2001, was my last active working day as
a consultant anaesthetist. I only did not know what to be prepared for.
I was sitting over the computer and suddenly got the inspiration to see the homepage
from BBC, as they just reported about the assault. Immediately I and my wife rushed
over to the neighbour to see the incredible again on TV. That is very important, because
Tony and Andrea are my alibi that my part in 9/11 was purely observant. I also cannot
fly a passenger plane [but neither could any of the alleged hijackers, so at least it is
important that I was in Europe at the time]. We saw the plane crash in the South Tower
perhaps twenty times [On the day, only pResident Bush claimed to have seen from
Florida the other tower being hit before, but such magical vision is only found by the
wisest men, and the film for us mortals was only found days after]. Then we saw the
towers collapse, one by one, that is to say, I only learned about the third tower, WTC-7,
much later, because it collapsed several hours later and it did not fit in the model, as
there were only two planes but three towers. Here comes my confession: I was stupid
then (perhaps I am still, but then on other questions). In philosophy, I was told the
difference between > and : When it rains, the street is wet, but when it is wet, it
does not necessarily rain. In this case, if the plane hits the building and it then later falls,
it is not necessarily because it was hit by the plane. However, if you think of the good
qualities in people, it is understandable that one does not think it was just a show-effect.
Of cause, you realized that immediately, but can you forgive me for using months?
But then the buildings fell, and the amount of victims was in focus; 50,000 worked
in the two towers and 140,000 visited the buildings in total daily, so it could be worse –
perhaps also because only 17,400 were in the WTC as the first plane hit. At first, it was
expected that there were 30,000 victims in New York. It could also be better, because
the employees of the South Tower were asked to stay after the North Tower was hit, and
the mayor of New York, then Rudolph Giuliani, did not enter his emergency post in WTC7 because he was warned; if he had shared this knowledge with the fireworks, 343 of
their men could have been saved. In the end, some 2,750 humans were killed in New
York on 9/11, but many hundreds or thousands more can be counted as the victims
there, because the concrete of the buildings, mixed with asbestos and other toxic fumes,
was distributed over Manhattan, where it caused much misery and delayed death, for
which no statistic is held. Only dust and steel was piled up at what was soon to be known
as ‘Ground Zero,’ and among the dust was found termites, remnants of the explosives
used for the demolition. Other indication of the prepared destruction is given, but not all
wants to hear about it. Let me then congratulate the masters of the demolition, a tribute
concealed by the fact that most people will not accept the crime, but still a phantastic
effort, were it not for the many people killed thereby.
In the springtime 2002, I saw Thierry Meysan’s humorist webpage, ‘Hunt the Boeing’ [1],
making it obvious that no big plane ever touched Pentagon. That was my motivation for
searching more. Books of Matthias Bröckers and Andreas von Bülow lent me further
insight, to which came an abundance of internet pages. It let to my obsessive collection
of pictures & videos and the conclusion, ‘Who were Responsible for 9/11?’ which not only
brought me friends. Then, as the years passed and press and politicians failed to take
notice, some friends thought that 9/11 was losing importance. To me, it resulted in
scepticism: if this obvious crime remained obscure for these persons (although only
superficial digging suffices to reveal grave occurrences), no confidence can be placed in
1 http://www.asile.org/citoyens/numero13/pentagone/erreurs_en.htm

mainstream media and the political parties. Various occurrences fixed that attitude, most
easily determined by the attack in London on July 7, 2005 (I also have an alibi for that
time). The resulting scepticism prompted me to revise history well back in the 20 th
century as well as a loaded cautiousness in the evaluation of new occurrences. I realised
that those who claim to protect us often are covering the real terrorists – which I then
started to write about (but I shall save the reader patience for other examples here).
Disturbing is the absolute lack of reaction to this work. The propaganda is eaten for
good, confirming that if you repeat a lie often enough, it replaces the truth. I tried then
to include it in a different context, in fictions: ‘Duodecameron’ in 2005 in Danish, later
translated to English and German and so far only published in German [2], so far five
stories about Mr. Smith (A Nero Wolfe-like detective in Denmark, but written in English),
and some short-stories in all three languages.
In conclusion, I maintain that the 9/11 remains a crime to be cleared up. It is not
something that can be buried in history. Many people are still dying today – on a daily
basis – because of 9/11. Neglecting its true causes is becoming part of the crime. Sounds
perhaps aggressive to you, but failure to understand it has consequences for us all.
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The Earth is Flat - Again
In the Medieval Ages, it was a widespread belief that the earth was flat. After all, the
men with the best connection to heaven could confirm this as a fact. The ones who
thought otherwise were running a considerable risk, as shown in the process against
Galileo. Thus, this claim remains an outstanding example (among several) that a claim
through steady repetition by ‘authorised’ people blocks for further brain activity on the
matter.
I find it necessary to adopt this explanation when searching for the reason why many
‘authorised’ people, who are definitely no idiots, repeat the official fairy-tale behind 9/11
(idiots may do it as well, but that is another matter). Obviously, they are blocked from
considering some simple facts behind this atrocity, which they only consider a historical
event, not worth dealing further with. Such facts, among several others, are, e.g.:






The three WTC skyscrapers (1,2 & 7) were demolished independently of the two
planes which hit two as a theatrical effect;
Pentagon was not hit by a passenger jet;
Such was also missing in Shankesville;
Osama bin Laden, who was dependant on regular dialysis and who died in
December 2001, had nothing to do with 9/11; and
The many attempts to conceal elements of the crime points to their authorship.

These examples suffice for the beginning – to make curious for more studies. However, it
is easier (and perhaps beneficial for your career) to rely on the ‘experts’ and their eternal
conclusions. And now when we, helped by 9/11 and the new ‘American Inquisition’ are on
our way back in a new middle age, it is perhaps only reasonable to await those experts
will reveal and endlessly repeat that the earth is flat. In that case, learn from our
experience after 9/11, don’t play Galileo – stupidity wins. Yes, the earth is flat and 9/11
was organized from Afghanistan (et cetera).
Conspiracy theorist arrested for claiming that the earth is round (current press release) – if
Gallilei lived today, this might be the headline of the mainstream media.

2 http://www.schou.de/literature/duodecameron/duo-index-de.html

